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This study addresses the problem of the measurement of the mechanical properties of thin films using contact mechanics

methods. In a first stage, an analytical contact model recently developed by Perriot and Barthel [A. Perriot and Barthel, E. J. Mat.

Res, 2004. 19(2): 600–608] is used to derive a first order approximation within the limits of confined geometries. Together with

indentation experiments using polymer films on elastic substrates, this approach demonstrates the essentially oedometric nature of

the coating’s response, provided it is not to close to incompressibility. In a second stage, an extension of this approximate

description to lateral contact loading allowed to relate the contact stiffness to the shear modulus of the film. This approach was

successfully applied to the determination of the viscoelastic modulus of an acrylate polymer film in the glass transition zone of the

film, with an emphasis on its sensitivity to hydrostatic pressure. This study suggests that lateral contact experiments are more

appropriate than indentation ones for the measurement of film properties close to incompressibility.
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1. Introduction

The increasing use of layered and multilayered
systems has motivated a growing interest for the
measurement of the mechanical properties of thin films.
Among various techniques, contact experiments such as
nano-indentation have emerged as a promising route.
However, the analysis of nano-indentation data usually
relies on contact mechanics models (such as the popular
Oliver and Pharr model [1]), which were developed for
isotropic and homogeneous elastic solids. In the case of
layered systems, the use of these approaches yields a
‘‘composite’’ modulus, which incorporates the depth-
dependent contributions of the film and the substrate. In
order to extract the film modulus from this measured
composite modulus, various empirical and semi-empir-
ical models have been proposed on the basis of experi-
mental data or finite element simulations. Most of them
express the composite modulus as a linear or non linear
combination of the modulus of the substrate and of the
film [2–6]. Alternatively, analytical approaches have also
been developed by Gao et al. [7] in order to derive
approximate expressions for the contact compliance
within the limits of moduli ratios not exceeding a factor
of two.

These approaches have been successfully applied to
nano-indentation experiments where the ratio of the
contact radius to the film thickness remains close to
unity, i.e. for contact conditions, which are charac-
terized by a low geometrical confinement. However,
nano-indentation experiments carried out using very thin
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films can sometimes give rise to substantial levels of
confinement, even when they are carried out using sharp
indenters. This geometrical confinement is especially
characterized by a high level of hydrostatic pressure,
which some materials such as polymers are known to be
sensitive to. As a matter of fact, some recent nano-
indentation experiments using polymer coatings and
pyramidal or conical indenters show that, when the
indentation depth becomes of the order of magnitude of
the film thickness, the above mentioned indentation
models can provide erroneous [8] or unexpectedly
high values of the layer Young’s modulus [9]. The
question thus arises to establish whether such results
are the consequence of some limitations of the mod-
els under confined contacts situations or they are
hydrostatic pressure effects, as it is argued in references
[8–11].

The objective of this paper is to investigate these
issues from a discussion of theoretical and experimental
results. In addition to indentation loading, the potential
of lateral contact experiments for the measurement of
the mechanical properties of confined films will be
considered. The analysis is restricted to the case of a soft
layer on a more rigid substrate. In a first stage, the
analytical elastic contact model recently derived by
Perriot and Barthel [12] is used as a basis to develop a
first order approximation of the indentation response of
confined coatings. This approximation shows the
essentially oedometric nature of the film compressive
response. It is also supported by indentation experi-
ments on glassy polymer films within contact between
an elastic substrate and an elastic sphere. In a second
stage, this analysis of the contact deformation modes is
extended to lateral contact loading. This allows deriving
an approximate expression, which relates the measured
contact stiffness to the shear modulus of the layer. This
expression indicates that lateral contact experiments
should be much more insensitive than indentation ones
to the incompressibility of the layer. As an example, the
shear modulus of a polymer film is measured by lateral
methods in the glass transition zone, i.e. in conditions
close to incompressibility.

2. Indentation response of confined layered systems

2.1. Formulation of the approximate contact model

Let us consider the system depicted in figure 1(a),
which consists of a coated elastic substrate in contact
with a rigid sphere. Ei and mi denote the Young’s
modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the layer (i=1) and
of the substrate (i=0). Within the frame of this study,
only geometrically confined contact situations will be
considered, which means that the ratio of the contact
radius, a, to the film thickness, t, will be kept much
greater than unity. In addition, the discussion will be
restricted to case of a soft layer on a more rigid sub-
strate, i.e. E0>>E1.

The expression derived independently by Li and
Chou [13] and by Nogi and Kato [14] for the Green
function for a layered substrate has been taken as a
starting point for the development of an approximate
contact model. Within the framework of linear elastic-
ity, these authors have derived an expression relating the
Hankel transforms of the normal displacement, u1(r), to
that of the applied normal stress, r(r), at the surface of
the elastic layer:

�u1 nð Þ ¼ 2

E�1

XðnÞ
n

�r nð Þ ð1Þ

E1
* being the reduced modulus of the layer defined as
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Figure 1. Schematic description of the elastic indentation of a coated

substrate by a rigid sphere. (a) Actual contact configuration. The layer

is assumed to be perfectly bound to the substrate and the contact

interface is frictionless. Ei and mi are the Young’s modulus and the

Poisson’s ratio of the substrate (i=0) and the layer (i=1). (b) Oedo-

metric approximation within the limits of confined contact geometries.

The layer is considered to behave in compression as a mattress of

elastic stiffnesses set in parallel. The effective compression modulus of

the layer is the oedometric modulus of the material, ~E1. The applied

normal stress, r, is assumed to be integrally transmitted to the film/

substrate interface over a constant contact area of radius, a.
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where G0 and G1 denote the shear moduli of the sub-
strate and the layer, respectively. In equation (1), the
quantities in the form of �q nð Þ correspond to the 0th-
order Hankel transform of the function q(r) defined as:

�qðnÞ ¼
Z1

0

drrJ0ðnrÞqðrÞ

with J0(x) the 0th-order Bessel function of the first kind.
In the above expressions, the Hankel transform of the

fields are equivalent to their two-dimensional Fourier
transforms, as they are radially symmetric. Then, as the
normal stress is zero out of the contact area, it is
expected that its Hankel transform varies at the scale of
1/a. On another hand, we can deduce from its expression
that X nð Þ varies at the scale of 1/t. Thus, in the case of
confined contacts, i.e. t�a, it is presumably sufficient to
consider a first order expansion of X nð Þ in order to
invert equation (1). Moreover, assuming that the layer
modulus is much lower than the substrate one, the
expansion can be written:

X nð Þ � 2

E�0
þ 1

~E1

nt ð3Þ

where the effective modulus, ~E1, can be expressed in the
following form after some calculations:

~E1 ¼ E1
1� m1ð Þ

1� 2m1ð Þ 1þ m1ð Þ½ � ; E1 � E0 ð4Þ

It can easily be recognized that ~E1 is in fact the so-called
oedometric or longitudinal bulk modulus [15,16] of the
layer, which corresponds to the elastic response of the
constrained material under compression or extension,
deformation in the lateral dimension being prevented.
This finding is physically consistent with the expected
deformation mode of a layer confined within a contact.
Accordingly, equation (1) can be rewritten as:

�u1 �
2

E�0

1

n
�rþ t

~E1

�r ð5Þ

If the effects of shear are neglected, the deformation of
the film/substrate interface must obey the following
relationship:

�u1 ¼
2

E�0

1

n
�r0 ð6Þ

where �r0 is the Hankel transform of the normal stress at
the interface. Using equations (6) and (7) one can write:

�u1 � �u0 ¼
t

~E1

�rþ 2

E�0

1

n
�r� �r0ð Þ ð7Þ

Under confined conditions, it can be assumed that,
within the coating, stresses do not expand significantly
outside the contact zone. In other words, the normal
stress, r, applied to the surface of the layer should be

integrally transmitted to the substrate over a constant
circular area of radius, a. �r and �r0 can therefore be
equated, giving:

�u1 � �u0 ¼
t

~E1

�r ð8Þ

which can be expressed in the real space as:

u1 � u0 ¼
t

~E1

r ð9Þ

From equation (9), it turns out that, at any location
within the contact, the compression of the film is pro-
portional to the applied normal stress. It can therefore
be considered that the confined layer acts mechanically
as a ‘‘mattress’’ of individual springs, each of them
having the same compliance, t

�
~E1 (figure 1(b)). In

passing, it can be noted that such a picture of the
compressive response of the coating is very similar to
that used by Johnson [17] in the so-called elastic foun-
dation model of the contact between a sphere and a
layer on a rigid substrate. Expression (9) can therefore
be viewed as extension of this approach to the case of a
deformable substrate, where the oedometric nature of
the layer is also fully accounted for.

Finally, it transpires that the response of a confined
contact can be dissociated into two separate components
as depicted in figure 1(b). The first one is the oedometric
compression of the layer within the circular contact area
of radius, a. The second contribution corresponds to the
deformation of the substrate under the action of the
surface stress applied over the same contact area of
radius, a. The validity of this description is subsequently
considered both from a comparison with exact contact
mechanics calculation and experiments. Then a discus-
sion is presented of its generalization to lateral
deformation.

2.2. Validation of the approximate indentation model

2.2.1. Comparison to exact contact mechanics solutions
Due to mixed boundary conditions, the Green func-

tion developed by Li and Chou [13] (equation (1)) for
the contact of an axisymetric indenter to a coated sub-
strate cannot be directly used to provide a solution in
the real space. However, the use of auxiliary functions
developed in [18,19] was shown by Perriot and Barthel
[12] to allow the inversion of the contact problem at low
numerical cost. Using this approach, contact forces were
calculated as a function of the geometrical confinement
of the contact, a/t. Similar calculations were also carried
out after substitution of the exact expression for X nð Þ
(equation (2)) by its first order development corre-
sponding to the oedometric approximation.

The results of these two separate calculations
are shown in figure 2, where the non dimensional
indentation load �P ¼ 3PR

�
4E�1a

3 is reported as a
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function of a/t for various ratios of the substrate to layer
reduced modulii. In this calculation, the Poisson’s ratio
of the substrate was set to 0.2 and that of the layer to
0.4. From this figure, it turns out that the oedometric
approximation allows for very accurate description of
the indentation behaviour as long as the geometrical
confinement of the contact, a/t, is greater than about 10.

On the other hand, an increased departure from the
exact contact mechanics solution is systematically
observed for low confinements. Whereas the exact
model converges to the expected Hertzian response of
the film (i.e. �P! 1 when a=t! 0), the approximate
model shows a linear decrease of the non dimensional
load with a/t in the considered log–log plot, with a slope
which is close to unity. This linear behaviour can easily
be explained by considering that the substrate defor-
mation becomes negligible as a/t decreases. Accordingly,
the oedometric approximation becomes equivalent in
this regime to the contact of an elastic foundation on a
rigid substrate, as detailed by Johnson [17]. In this
model, the indentation load was found to obey the fol-
lowing relationship:

P ¼ p
4

~E1

t

a4

R
ð10Þ

which can be rewritten in the following non dimensional
form:

�P ¼ p
4

1� m1ð Þ2

1� 2m1ð Þ
a

t
ð11Þ

thus implying a linear dependence of logð �PÞ with log(a/
t) with a slope equal to unity, as it is observed in the case
of our approximate model.

The insufficiencies of the oedometric description in
the low confinement regime probably arise from the fact
that it can no longer be assumed that the normal contact
stresses within the layer do not expand outside the
contact zone. They can therefore be considered as an
indication of the limits of the geometrical confinement
hypothesis embedded in the formulation of the
approximate model.

The influence of the Poisson’s ratio of the layer was
further considered in a set of calculations carried out
using E�0=E

�
1 ¼ 50. As the Poisson’s ratio increases, a

progressive departure of the approximate model from
the exact contact mechanics solution is observed
(figure 3). At high Poisson’s ratio of the film (i.e.
m1>0.4), the oedometric approximation overestimates
largely the indentation load over the whole a/t range
under consideration. This discrepancy with the exact
contact mechanics solution can be considered as a
consequence of the increased contribution of shear ef-
fects within the confined layer when it becomes close to
incompressibility. As a result of these enhanced shear
strains, the actual stiffness of the layer is probably de-
creased as compared to that corresponding to a purely
oedometric compressive response. These limitations of
the approximate model also clearly appear when the first
order development of X nð Þ is considered for high
Poisson’s ratios of the layer: the results reported in
figure 4, show that the linear approximation of X nð Þ in
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the low t regime is no longer valid at high Poisson’s
ratio.

In such a regime, it also transpires that the response
of the layer will become increasingly sensitive to small
variations of the Poisson’s ratio as m1fi0.5. Such prob-
lems have already been outlined in the context of
numerical simulations of flat punch indentation of thin
films on rigid substrates [20], where the contact com-
pliance was found to depend strongly on the value of m1
up to the 4st decimal close to 0.5. This sensitivity to the
Poisson’s ratio close to incompressibility strongly
questions the accuracy of modulus measurements based
on indentation experiments within confined systems, as
m1 is generally not known with the required precision
[21]. These experimental limitations are potentially rel-
evant to many polymer systems including gels, soft
adhesives and polymer coatings in their glass transition
or rubbery zone.

As a conclusion, this theoretical analysis of indenta-
tion loading indicates that the oedometric approxima-
tion is adequate for the analysis of confined films,
provided that they are not to close to incompressibility.
The validity of the oedometric approximation is further
considered from the analysis of experimental indenta-
tion data using polymer films in their glassy range,
which fulfil the condition t1<0.5.

2.2.2. Analysis of experimental indentation data
using glassy polymer films

Experimental indentation data have been obtained
using macroscopic contacts with smooth glass lenses
with centimetric radii of curvature (R=2–10 cm). The
tests have been carried out using glassy acrylate poly-
mers films 18–79 lm in thickness, which were
polymerized on thick glass substrates. A coupling agent
(3-methacryloxy-propyl-dimethyl chlorosilane) was used
in order to promote a good adhesion between the
acrylate layer and the glass substrate. From a knowledge
of the materials bulk elastic properties, the ratio E�0=E

�
1

was estimated to be about 50 for this system. The
Poisson’s ratio of the bulk polymer was found to be
t1 ¼ 0:4 from tensile experiments. For each of the con-
sidered film thicknesses and radii of curvature, the ra-
dius of the contact was measured in the elastic range as a
function of the applied normal load. For more details
regarding the elaboration of the films and the experi-
mental set-up, the reader is sent to reference [22].

When reported in a non dimensional plot giving PR/
a3 as a function of a/t, all the experimental data rescale
onto a single relationship (figure 5). It was subsequently
attempted to identify the oedometric modulus of the film
from a least square fit using the experimental data
and the approximate oedometric model. In this calcu-
lation, the reduced modulus of the substrate, E�0, was
taken as the reduced modulus of the substrate/indenter
system in order to account for the deformation of the
glass sphere. The obtained oedometric modulus,
~E1 ¼ 2800 MPa, is very consistent with the value
( ~E1 ¼ 2500 MPa) which is calculated using equation (4)
and the bulk elastic constants (E1=1200 MPa; m1=0.4).
This fitting of the experimental results by the approxi-
mate model gives an error of about 10%, which is not
bad if one takes into account that these data were
obtained using a wide range of film thicknesses (from
18 lm to 79 lm) and indenters geometries (radii of
curvatures from 14 mm to 360 mm). The analysis of
the experimental indentation data therefore confirms
the essentially oedometric nature of the response of the
studied glassy polymer film under confined contact
conditions.
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3. Lateral contact loading

3.1. Approximate model for the lateral contact stiffness

To our best knowledge, no analytical model is
available which can be used to derive first order
approximations for the lateral contact loading of con-
fined films. However, the above detailed theoretical
analysis of the indentation of confined systems provides
a description of the contact deformation behaviour,
which can reasonably be extended to lateral contact
loading situations. Within the context of this study, we
were especially interested in the development of an
approximate model relating the lateral contact stiffness
to the shear modulus of the film. As for the normal
indentation case, we assumed that the lateral load
applied to the surface is integrally transmitted to the
substrate over a constant contact area. As a result, the
lateral contact stiffness can be dissociated into two
separate components.

The first one corresponds to the shear response of the
elastic film disk enclosed within the contact. As for
normal contacts, the layer was assumed to behave as a
set of elastic stiffnesses in parallel. However, this pure
shear hypothesis implies that the relevant modulus for
the layer is the shear modulus of the layer instead of its
oedometric modulus. Contrary to normal indentation,
no singularity is therefore expected in the lateral
response when the film becomes close to incompress-
ibility. Neglecting edge effects, the stiffness, kf, of the
film is simply given by:

kf ¼ pG1
a2

t
ð12Þ

where G1 is the shear modulus of the film.
The second component involved in the lateral

response corresponds to the contact deformation of the
substrate. The associated stiffness, ks, is given by the
classical Mindlin’s theory [23]:

ks ¼ 8G�0a ð13Þ

where G�0 is the reduced shear modulus of the substrate
defined by:

G�0 ¼
Go

2� mo
ð14Þ

The applied stress being transmitted integrally to the
substrate over a constant contact area, the film and the
substrate can be assumed to behave as stiffnesses in
series [24], i.e.:

1

kc
¼ 1

kf
þ 1

ks
ð15Þ

where kc, is the contact stiffness of the coated system.
Accordingly, the lateral stiffness of the coated contact
can be expressed as:

kc ¼
8G�0a

1þ 8
p
G�

0

G1

t
a

ð16Þ

As mentioned above, the important point in equation
(16) is that, as opposed to the normal indentation
approximation, which involves a 1/(1–2m1) term, this
lateral model behaves smoothly with respect to all
parameters.

3.2. Application to the measurement of the viscoelastic
properties of confined polymer films

Lateral contact measurements have been carried out
using a specific device, which is fully described in ref-
erence [22]. The experiments consisted in applying small
amplitude lateral sinusoidal micro-motions to the
coated contacts under a constant applied normal force.
The displacement amplitude was kept in the submi-
crometric range in order to avoid any potential effects
of micro-slip on the contact lateral response. As
detailed in reference [22], this later hypothesis was
validated by considering the linearity of the contact
response. Within the investigated displacement domain,
the magnitude of the tangential response was strictly
proportional to the amplitude of the applied displace-
ment, which would not be the case in the event of
substantial micro-slip effects. Within the investigated
linear regime, the contact behaviour can thus be
assimilated to the drag of a circular region of the coated
sample surface by the glass lens. Accordingly, one can
therefore expect to be able to relate the measured
complex contact stiffness, kc

* , to the viscoelastic shear
modulus using the approximate expression reported in
equation (16).

Experiments have been carried out using films with
different thicknesses and glass lenses with various radii
of curvature. For each contact condition, the in-phase
contact stiffness, kc¢, was measured at 3.2 Hz by Fast
Fourier Transform [22]. All the results have been syn-
thesised in figure 6, where the reduced in-phase contact
compliance, a/kc¢, has been reported as a function of the
ratios, t/a. All the results rescale onto a single linear plot
in accordance with the following linearized formulation
of the approximate model:

a

k0c
¼ 1

8G�0
þ 1

pG01

t

a
ð17Þ

where G1¢ is the storage (in-phase) modulus of the film.
Accordingly, the intercept provided an estimate of the
substrate reduced modulus and the slope a value of the
storage shear modulus, G01 ¼ 500� 100 MPa, which
was consistent with the bulk value (G1=490 MPa).

The shear modulus measurements were repeated as a
function of temperature in order to determine the
properties of the confined films in the glass transition
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zone. In addition to the storage modulus, the tempera-
ture dependence of the tangent of loss angle of the films,
tan d, was also determined. The glass substrates being
completely elastic over the considered temperature
range, a measurement of the phase shift should directly
provide an estimate of the loss tangent of the film,
independently of any contact model. When using such
an approach, one has to take care, however, of potential
artifacts, which can arise as a result of the mechanical
coupling of the viscoelastic and elastic parts of the
system. For metal/polymer/metal assemblies, such
effects have been reported to induce some unexpected
shift of the loss factor peak as a function of specimen
geometry or film thickness [25]. A simple first order
calculation using our approximate contact model

showed, however, that such effects are not expected to
be significant during the considered lateral contact
measurements.

In figure 7, the measured film viscoelastic properties
have been reported as a function of temperature for
different applied normal loads. Preliminary Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (D.S.C.) measurements indicated
that the glass transition of the films was 52 �C at 10 �C/
min and the contact experiments were thus carried out
in the temperature range 20–100 �C. As a reference, the
previously reported [22] viscoelastic response of an
unconfined contact with a bulk acrylate has also been
reported in the figure.

As expected, a strong drop in G¢ and a damping peak
were systematically observed in the glass transition
zone. The interesting point is, however, that increasing
applied contact loads induce a significant shift of the
glass transition zone to higher temperatures. Depending
on the applied load, it appears that the glass transition
temperature of the confined films can be shifted by
more than 20 �C. Such an effect can tentatively be
explained by the essentially hydrostatic nature of the
contact pressure applied to the confined films. Relax-
ations in polymers are known to involve segmental
motions, which require a certain amount of available
volume, or ‘free volume’, within the bulk polymers.
Consequently, the application of a hydrostatic pressure
is expected to hinder these movements; this in turn
implies that the mechanical relaxation should occur at
an increased temperature. Data reviewed by Parry and
Tabor [26] indicate that such effects were effectively
reported for both semi-crystalline and glassy polymers.
For bulk acrylate materials such as Poly(methylmeth-
acrylate), available data indicates that the shift in the
glass transition caused by hydrostatic pressure is
approximately 0.2–0.3 �C/106 Pa [26,27]. These data
are consistent with the observed shift of the glass
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temperature transition in our contact experiments
(0.3 �C/106 Pa), which can be viewed as an indirect
confirmation of the essentially hydrostatic nature of the
contact pressure.

4. Conclusion

In this study, a first order approximation of an ana-
lytical contact model was developed in order to get some
insight into the behaviour of confined films. This
approach allowed drawing a simple picture of the con-
tact response under normal indentation loading. It was
found that the film response is of an essentially oedo-
metric nature while the deflection of the elastic substrate
is dictated by the applied normal stress. This simplified
description of confined contacts fails, however, in the
case of coatings close to incompressibility as a result of
the complex interplay between compression and shear
deformations within the confined layers. Moreover,
exact contact mechanics simulations in this regime show
that the contact response becomes increasingly sensitive
to small uncertainties in the value of the Poisson’s ratio
of the layer. From these considerations, it comes out
that indentation loading is probably not the most
appropriate configuration to assess the mechanical
properties of films close to incompressibility when
confinement effects come into play. Such an issue is
relevant to many practical situations involving soft
polymers films in their glass transition zone or rubbery
region.

On the other hand, a similar analysis of the shear
behaviour of confined films shows that such difficulties
are not expected under lateral contact measurements.
This point was confirmed by experiments carried out
using crosslinked acrylate films, which provided con-
sistent values of the shear viscoelastic moduli in the glass
transition zone. Using this approach, the strong sensi-
tivity of the glass transition of polymer coating to
hydrostatic pressure was established. As a consequence,
it is shown that the thermo-mechanical properties of
polymer coatings confined within contacts can be largely
different from their bulk values. Such an observation is
especially relevant to tribological situations involving
polymer coatings with some potential implications
regarding the friction and wear processes.
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